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The neurophysiological basis of learning and memory is
commonly attributed to the modification of synaptic
strengths in neuronal networks. Recent experiments sug-
gest also a major role of structural plasticity, including
elimination and regeneration of synapses, growth and
retraction of dendritic spines, and remodeling of axons
and dendrites [1]. Here, I develop a simple model of struc-
tural plasticity and synaptic consolidation in neural net-
works and apply it to Willshaw-type network models of
distributed associative memory [2]. The model assumes
synapses with discrete weight states. Synapses with low
weights have a high probability of being erased and
replaced by novel synapses at other locations. In contrast,
synapses with large weights are consolidated and cannot
be erased. Analysis and numerical simulations reveal that
this model can explain various cognitive phenomena
much better than alternative network models employing
synaptic plasticity only.
In previous work, I have shown that networks with low
anatomical connectivity employing structural plasticity in
coordination with stimulus repetition (e.g., by hippocam-
pal memory replay) can store much more information per
synapse by "emulating" high effective memory connectiv-
ity close to potential network connectivity [2]. In this
work, I present additional simulations and analyses sug-
gesting that networks employing structural plasticity suf-
fer to a much lesser degree from catastrophic forgetting
than models without structural plasticity [3] if the
number of consolidated synapses remains sufficiently
low. The reason for this effect is that early memories get
stored with a higher effective connectivity than recent
memories. Therefore the ability to learn new items fades
gradually without affecting remote memories. The same
effect may explain Ribot gradients in retrograde amnesia
much better than previous models relying on gradients in
replay time [4].
Another salient feature of memory is the spacing effect [5]
where learning new items is more effective if rehearsal is
spread out over time compared to the case when rehearsal
is done in a single time block. For example, rehearsing a
list of vocabulary two times for ten minutes each is more
effective than doing a single rehearsal for twenty minutes.
The spacing effect is a remarkably robust phenomenon
and can be found in many explicit and implicit memory
tasks in humans and many animals being effective over
many time scales from single days to months. This sug-
gests that there should be a very general learning mecha-
nism underlying the spacing effect. However, current
explanations rather suggest very specific mechanisms
referring to detailed implementations of memory systems
including attention, novelty, and context processing.
While these explanations may well account for some
detailed characteristics of the spacing effect in some spe-
cific memory tasks, I suggest that the common underlying
mechanism at the cellular level is structural plasticity in
sparsely connected neural networks. This is supported by
simulation experiments and analyses showing that simple
models of structural plasticity and consolidation robustly
reproduce the spacing effect. The interpretation is that
ongoing structural plasticity can reorganize the network
during the long time intervals between two rehearsal peri-
ods by growing a lot of new synapses at potentially useful
locations. Therefore, subsequent training can strongly
increase effective memory connectivity and thus reduce
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retrieval noise. In contrast, single block rehearsal can
increase effective memory connectivity only slightly above
anatomical connectivity. This leads to the hypothesis that
the spacing effect is as robust and general as observed in
various experimental paradigms because structural plas-
ticity is a ubiquitous feature of many neural networks in
the human and animal brain. The spacing effect occurs
over many time scales because also structural plasticity
works over many different time scales corresponding to
elimination and regeneration of synapses, spines, axons,
and dendrites, ranging from minutes to months or even
years.
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